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The Blood of the Arab
2013-10

this is a new release of the original 1941 edition

War Horse
2014

brimming with more than 140 dramatic images this is the stunning
visual companion to steven spielberg s epic adventure set in rural
england and europe about a young man and his horse and their separate
journeys through the battlefields of the first world war one of the great
stories of friendship and war the successful novel war horse not only
inspired the award winning stage play but also inspired one of the great
directors in film history to commit his talent vision and resources to
make this extraordinary movie which was shot in the countryside of
england i first fell in love with the story of war horse because i was
moved by the relationship between a boy and an animal in michael
morpurgo s novel and the screenplay by richard curtis and lee hall
writes steven spielberg in his foreword but ultimately i made it because
of what the book and the screenplay say about courage i t is about the
courage of the horse joey and what he endures to survive and the
courage of albert in his attempt to find his best friend in a time of war
with every frame of this film it was my hope to issue a call for courage in
our daily lives a call to be brave additional forewords by producer
kathleen kennedy novelist michael morpurgo and co screenwriter
richard curtis reveal their feelings about the story and the process of
moving it from page to screen the main body of the book is divided into
three sections part 1 joey s journey a visual retelling along with script
excerpts and filmmakers comments of the journey taken by joey the
horse trained by his beloved albert from the striking verdant
countryside of dartmoor devon to training in the british cavalry to
trench warfare in france part 2 the making of war horse an insider s
glimpse of the movie making process highlighted with fascinating
insights from the international cast and the crew about the casting
locations costumes horse training and much more part 3 the history of
war horses an illuminating section on the role of horses in battle
illustrated with iconic images from history vivid drawings paintings and
photographs this beautiful book is a testament to what can be done
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when people become impassioned about a goal as producer kathleen
kennedy expresses in her foreword war horse was one of those unusual
productions that comes together in an incredibly short time and for all
the right reasons everyone involved understood the film s potential the
richness of the characters the depth of emotion and the strength of the
story s message

War Horse
2011-12-27

for more than four thousand years the horse and rider have been an
integral part of warfare armed with weapons and accessories ranging
from a simple javelin to the hand held laser designator the horse and
rider have fought from the steppes of central asia to the plains of north
america understanding the employment of the military horse is key to
understanding the successes and the limitations of military operations
and campaigns throughout history over the centuries horses have been
used to pull chariots support armor laden knights move scouts rapidly
over harsh terrain and carry waves of tightly formed cavalry in war
horse a history of the military horse and rider louis a dimarco discusses
all of the uses of horses in battle including the greek persian and roman
cavalry the medieval knight and his mount the horse warriors huns
mongols arabs and cossacks the mounted formations of frederick the
great and napoleon and mounted unconventional fighters such as
american indians the boers and partisans during world war ii the book
also covers the weapons and forces which were developed to oppose
horsemen including longbowmen pike armies cannon muskets and
machine guns the development of organizations and tactics are
addressed beginning with those of the chariot armies and traced
through the evolution of cavalry formations from alexander the great to
the red army of world war ii in addition the author examines the training
and equipping of the rider and details the types of horses used as
military mounts at different points in history the breeding systems that
produced those horses and the techniques used to train and control
them finally the book reviews the importance of the horse and rider to
battle and military operations throughout history and concludes with a
survey of the current military use of horses war horse is a
comprehensive look at this oldest and most important aspect of military
history the relationship between human and animal a weapons system
that has been central to warfare longer than any other
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The Old English War-horse
1888

馬と少年の奇跡の物語 話題の映画の原作

War Horse
2007

first published in 1934 as my horse warrior title page verso of 2011
hardcover racing post printing

War Horse
2012

unlock the more straightforward side of war horse with this concise and
insightful summary and analysis this engaging summary presents an
analysis of war horse by michael morpurgo told through the eyes of joey
a brave army horse whose vision of world war i from both sides of the
trenches is one in which the divisions of conflict disappear and
friendship and trust become fundamental values despite being primarily
aimed at children the universal reach of the writing appeals to all
generations and has made the book extremely successful having been
adapted as a major motion picture by steven spielberg and as a highly
popular theatre production in the west end and on broadway morpurgo
has written over one hundred books and has received many prestigious
awards including an obe find out everything you need to know about
war horse in a fraction of the time this in depth and informative reading
guide brings you a complete plot summarycharacter studieskey themes
and symbolsquestions for further reflectionwhy choose brightsummaries
com available in print and digital format our publications are designed
to accompany you in your reading journey the clear and concise style
makes for easy understanding providing the perfect opportunity to
improve your literary knowledge in no time see the very best of
literature in a whole new light with brightsummaries com

戦火の馬
2012-01
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the great horse or the war horse by walter sir gilbey published by good
press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to
forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the
books that need to be read each good press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers
and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Warrior
2015-04

place of publication from publisher s website

War Horse by Michael Morpurgo (Book
Analysis)
2016-10-20

descriptions abound of military actions in which cavalry have played a
major part tactics the names of regiments the men involved their arms
and uniforms all these are covered in detail in countless books films and
articles yet little is said about the horse without whom very little would
have been achieved in the military sphere in any era this may be
because with rare exceptions military historians are not horsemen or
women and the latter are seldom military historians ann hyland is both
of these things in this latest volume in her acclaimed warhorse series
she gives a comprehensive account of the horse in war from the
beginning of the 17th century to the end of the american civil war the
modern era saw a period of tremendous transition for the warhorse
which began with the change from the accepted but erroneous concept
of the medieval great horse whose body mass was not always so great to
the better bred more mobile speedier animal that evolved from the
seventeenth to the nineteenth century many changes hinged on four
breeds of horse the arabian the barb the andalusian and the english
thoroughbred all influenced the cavalry of the era particularly when
crossed onto each country s native mares using many eyewitness
accounts by those who took part in these and other campaigns as well as
official sources ann hyland gives us a moving picture of the sacrifices
demanded of and made by with so little complaint this most noble of
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creatures in the midst of dreadful carnage and in often appalling
conditions we catch glimpses of the bond which existed between these
horses of war and the men who rode and cared for them the warhorse in
the modern era is a fascinating and readable book which will appeal to
both military history buffs and horse lovers alike

The Great Horse; or, The War Horse
2023-11-12

a german born union officer in the american civil war maj gen peter
osterhaus served from the first clash in the western theater until the
final surrender of the war osterhaus made a name for himself within the
army as an energetic and resourceful commander who led his men from
the front he was one of the last surviving union major general and
military governor of mississippi in the early days of reconstruction this
first full length study of the officer documents how despite his meteoric
military career his accomplishments were underreported even in his
own day and often misrepresented in the historical record mary bobbitt
townsend corrects previous errors about his life and offers new insights
into his contributions to major turning points in the war at vicksburg
chattanooga and atlanta as well as other battles townsend draws on
battle reports not found in the official records on personal papers and on
other nonpublished material to examine osterhaus s part in the major
battles in the west as well as in minor engagements she tells how he
came into his own in the vicksburg campaign and proved himself
through skill with artillery expertise in intelligence gathering and taking
the lead in hostile territory blazing the trail down the west side of the
river for the entire union army and then covering grant s back for a
month during the siege at chattanooga osterhaus helped joe hooker
strategize the rout at lookout mountain at atlanta he led the fifteenth
corps the largest of the four corps making sherman s march to the sea
townsend also documents his contributions in the battles of wilson s
creek pea ridge arkansas post port gibson ringgold gap and resaca and
shows that he played a crucial role in canby s mobile bay operations at
the end of the war in addition to reporting osterhaus s wartime
experiences townsend describes his experiences as a leader in the 1848
1849 rebellion in his native germany his frustration during his term as
mississippi s governor and his stint as u s consul to france during the
franco prussian war osterhaus stood out from other volunteer officers in
his understanding of tactics and logistics even though his careful field
preparation led to criticism by historians that he was unduly cautious in
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battle yankee warhorse sets the record straight on this important civil
war general as it opens a new window on the war in the west

Spirit of the War Horse
2013-11

this work contains a detailed description of shire horse a breed of
draught horse that originated in england from the old english war horse
strong enough to carry the weight of a knight in full armor these horses
became famous as the tallest and the most robust of all the horse breeds
written in a friendly style by j albert frost the work was directed at the
farmers he chose a lucid manner to write as he knew farmers like
himself appreciated simple language the author wrote it as a kind of
concise record of all that the shire breeders and exhibitors had
accomplished with their animals till then this book was published in
1915 just six months into the first world war thus one can also read
about frost s expectations from the future where he hopes that the
horses can stop moving guns and return to their farm labor or to
carrying cargo wagons in the cities or to whatever job they had before
the war

The Blood of the Arab
1941

i want you to do yourself proud joey you go and drive those germans
back where they ve come from and then come home to me at the
outbreak of world war one joey young albert s beloved horse is sold to
the cavalry and shipped to france caught up in enemy fire fate takes joey
on an extraordinary odyssey serving on both sides before finding himself
alone in no man s land but albert cannot forget joey and still not old
enough to enlist he embarks on a treacherous mission to find him and
bring him home nick stafford s adaptation for the stage of the celebrated
novel by the children s laureate 2003 05 michael morpurgo leads us on a
gripping journey through history war horse premiered at the national
theatre london in october 2007

The War Horse in the Modern Era
2009
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on may 15 1967 god fought for israel and provided a six day war victory
over four arab countries surrounding israel god fights for israel in many
ways in the bible and for his people who serve him he still fights for
people today this book will share some of those miraculous ways that
god prepares victory for those who love him i have shared many of these
victories in the book and how that god helps us in many different ways
the book shares that good people can be delivered into bad situations
men like job daniel and his three friends the disciples and even jesus
suffered at the hands of wicked men in psalm 22 1 david asks why have
you forsaken me this same feeling was shared by jesus on the cross as
all the sins of mankind were upon him how do we handle suffering and
affliction you will read how god has helped those who suffered in the
past the present and will help those in the future he provides victory
through our battles you will see that we can find jesus in the lives of
many in the bible moses was like jesus in many ways jesus and moses
were shepherds leaders judges mediators prophets priests and
deliverers moses s rod was god s right hand of power and victory and
jesus is at god s right hand noah abraham isaac daniel and his three
friends david solomon and others all had similar traits and trials that
jesus bore the god inspired bible is designed for a savior jesus christ to
save us from our sins and lead us to glory please enjoy this book and
share it with others

Yankee Warhorse
2010-03-24

in 1930 wealthy scottish socialite dorothy brooke followed her new
husband to cairo where she discovered thousands of suffering former
british war horses leading lives of toil and misery brought to the middle
east by british forces during the great war these ex cavalry horses had
been left behind at the war s end abandoned as used equipment too
costly to send home grant hayter menzies chronicles not only the lives
and eventual rescue of these noble creatures who after years of
deprivation and suffering found respite in brooke s old war horse
memorial hospital but also the story of the challenges of founding and
maintaining an animal rescue institution on this scale the legacy of the
old war horse memorial hospital and its founder endures today in the
dozens of international brooke animal welfare facilities dedicated to
improving the lives of working horses donkeys and mules across africa
asia and latin america
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The Shire Horse in Peace and War
2022-06-03

cavalry were an important part of almost every ancient army yet modern
writers have neglected them in favour of the infantry of the greek
phalanx and the roman legions warhorse seeks to correct this injustice
phil sidnell challenges the common view that ancient cavalry were
useful for scouting and raiding but left the real fighting to the foot
soldiers in fact he argues they were often used in a shock role and
proved decisive on many occasions the famous victories of great
generals such as alexander hannibal and julius caesar could not have
been won without a full appreciation of the battle winning potential of
the cavalry drawing heavily on the ancient sources warhorse takes the
reader on a thrilling ride through numerous vividly recreated battles
from the earliest civilizations to the battle of hastings to reveal the
horsemen of the ancient world in their full and deadly glory a wonderful
book written in a very clear and quick paced writing style it should
become a classic peter g tsouras us defence intelligence analyst and
author and editor of many books including alexander the invincible king
of macedonia sidnell has produced a highly readable study of the
combat role of cavalry in the ancient world argues his point in an
imaginative thorough fashion this book will appeal to a wide range of
readers choice june 2007

War Horse
2014-06-12

a biography of dorothy brooke 1883 1955 who founded the old war
horse memorial hospital in cairo to rescue the horses left behind by
british forces during the great war provided by publisher

Warhorse of the Bible
2023-06-06

a comprehensive guide to warhorses at the peak of their historical
significance the author looks at the role of cavalry in the hundred years
war the mongols use of horses the warhorse in india and the moghul
empire european settlement in the americas and cortez and the
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conquest of mexico written by a professional horse trainer the text
focuses not only on the use of horses during war but also on their
breeding training armor and equipment distributed by books
international annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Lost War Horses of Cairo
2018-02-21

discover and cherish this beautiful hardback 40th anniversary illustrated
edition of the beloved modern classic war horse

Warhorse
2007-10-10

an inspiring and heart warming short story of devotion and bravery

Dorothy Brooke and the Fight to Save
Cairo’s Lost War Horses
2017-11-01

michael morpurgo is a national treasure with books such as private
peaceful kensuke s kingdom and the wreck of the zanzibar he has
enchanted a whole generation of children weaving stories for them in a
way that is neither contrived nor condescending here maggie fergusson
tells michael s story

The Warhorse, 1250-1600
1998

this is a curated and comprehensive collection of the most important
works covering matters related to national security diplomacy defense
war strategy and tactics the collection spans centuries of thought and
experience and includes the latest analysis of international threats both
conventional and asymmetric it also includes riveting first person
accounts of historic battles and wars some of the books in this series are
reproductions of historical works preserved by some of the leading
libraries in the world as with any reproduction of a historical artifact
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some of these books contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc we believe these books are essential to this collection
and the study of war and have therefore brought them back into print
despite these imperfections we hope you enjoy the unmatched breadth
and depth of this collection from the historical to the just published
works

War Horse 40th Anniversary Edition
2022-10-13

an inspiring and heart warming short story of devotion and bravery

The Great Horse
1899

with a unique prewar history as a snagboat and james b eads noted
catamaran salvage vessel the benton survived a tumultuous government
acquisition process and conversion to become flagship of the union s
civil war western river navy from island no 10 through the vicksburg
and red river campaigns the revolutionary ironclad participated in both
combat and administrative activities earning a prominent place in
nautical legend and literature this first book length profile of the
warship reveals little known details of both her prewar and wartime
career and reviews her final disposal

Warrior: The true story of the real war
horse (HarperTrue Friend – A Short Read)
2014-04-11

a winter s coat examines lives of two mares are put at center stage
during the korean war one transported weapons for the u s marine corps
on the korean peninsula the second anxiously awaited stateside for her
owner to return both horses are touched by an impassioned veterinarian
whose family s proud military service dates back to the u s civil war will
doctor robert bates hands keep the chain from breaking a winter s coat
is the fifth installment of a seven book series retelling american history
through generations of horses whose bloodlines survived the horrors of
war readers will appreciate the tales of our four hoofed friends the
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books characters develop authentic emotions experienced on the fields
of battle and in life the author understands this all too well these books
help him reconcile post war emotions commander goodwin coined a
mantra writing is truly healing join him on his journey these books will
enlighten entertain and educate the lovers of horses and u s military
history

Michael Morpurgo
2013

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Great Horse
2015-02-18

this book analyses the success and adaptation of michael morpurgo s
novel war horse to stage radio live events and feature film in different
cultures on tours and in translation in under a decade war horse has
gone from obscure children s novel to arguably one of the world s most
recognisable theatrical brands thanks to innovative puppet designs from
south africa s handspring puppet company in an acclaimed stage
production from the national theatre of great britain with emphasis on
embodied spectatorship collaborative meaning making and imaginative
play this book generates fresh insights into the enduring popularity of
the franchise s eponymous protagonist joey offering the most in depth
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study of war horse to date

Warrior
2014-09-25

what would we learn if animals could tell their own stories Éric baratay
a pioneering researcher in animal histories in france applies his
knowledge of historical methodologies to give voice to some of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries most interesting animals he offers
brief yet innovative accounts of these animals lives in a way that
challenges the reader s thinking about animals baratay illustrates the
need to develop a nonanthropocentric means of viewing the lives of
animals and including animals themselves in the narrative of their lives
animal biographies launches an all new investigation into the lives of
animals and is a major contribution to the field of animal studies this
english translation of Éric baratay s biographies animales des vies
retrouvées originally published in france in 2017 Éditions du seuil uses
firsthand accounts starting from the nineteenth century about specific
animals who lived in europe and the united states to reconstruct as best
as possible their stories as they would have experienced them history is
after all not just the domain of humans animals have their own baratay
breaks the model of human exceptionalism to give us the biographies of
some of history and literature s most famous animals the reader will
catch a glimpse of storied lives as told by modestine the donkey who
carried robert louis stevenson through the alps warrior the world war i
horse made famous in steven spielberg s war horse islero the bull who
gored spain s greatest bullfighter and others through these stories we
discover their histories their personalities and their shared experiences
with others of their species

The Old War Horse
2024-02-13

born in june 1883 to an aristocratic scottish family dorothy gibson craig
was brought up with dogs and horses in 1926 she married maj gen
geoffrey brooke recipient of the distinguished service order in world war
i and a writer on equine culture she followed her new husband to cairo
where she discovered thousands of malnourished and suffering former
british war horses leading lives of backbreaking toil and misery brought
to the middle east by british forces during the great war these ex
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cavalry horses had been left behind at the war s end abandoned like
used equipment too costly to send home in dorothy brooke and the fight
to save cairo s lost war horses grant hayter menzies chronicles not only
the lives and eventual rescue of these noble creatures who after years of
deprivation and suffering found respite in brooke s old war horse
memorial hospital but also the story of the challenges of founding and
maintaining an animal rescue institution on this scale the legacy of the
old war horse memorial hospital and its founder endures today in the
dozens of international brooke animal welfare facilities dedicated to
improving the lives of working horses donkeys and mules across africa
asia and latin america the author grant hayter menzies is making a
donation of 20 of the royalties from the book to the brooke hospital for
animals and 20 of the royalties to its affiliate in egypt brooke hospital for
animals egypt neither the author or the publisher receives any payment
from brooke or any other party in connection with sales of this book the
brooke hospital for animals is a charity registered in england and wales
no 1085760

A Winter's Coat: U.S. Marine Corps
Warhorse
2023-02-02

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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GREAT HORSE
2018

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Great Horse: Or, the War Horse: From
the Time of the Roman Invasion Till Its
Development Into Th
2019-02-27

war horse is exactingly researached lavishly illustrated with over 130
archival photographs and is written with thoroughness excitements adn
many humorous anecdotes

Adapting War Horse
2016-05-09

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
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our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Animal Biographies
2022-08-15

long before they took to the sea and air warring factions engaged in
land based conflicts that involved close range combat with rudimentary
defenses and weapons as civilizations have advanced so too have their
military strategies tactics and weaponry eventually this led to the
development of sophisticated land fortifications arms artillery and
missile systems in use today by ground troops this insightful volume
examines the evolution of warfare on land around the world as well as
the impact of new technologies on the nature of war

Dorothy Brooke and the Fight to Save
Cairo's Lost War Horses
2017-11-01

The Horse and the War
2023-07-18

The Great Horse
2015-02-18
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The Great Horse, Or, the War Horse: From
the Time of the Roman Invasion Till Its
Development Into the Shire Horse
2018-02-07

War Horse
2003

The Great Horse: Or, the War Horse: From
the Time of the Roman Invasion Till Its
Development Into the Shire Horse
2018-02-03

War on Land
2011-11-01
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